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When he heard that there were people from the Heavenly Demon Clan, the Lord of Yunlu Palace 

laughed and said. 

“Don’t these evil demons know the power of my ‘Immortal Cutting Flying Daggers’?” 

To be honest, Ye Lu was actually a bit confused by the Cloud Lu Palace Master’s bewildering confidence, 

because if the Heavenly Demon Race was the same as himself, a race that could fight across levels, it 

must be an extremely difficult race to deal with, and without releasing their “demonized” minions, it 

should be said that these two people from the Heavenly Demon Palace should be very confident. 

Besides, even if the “Yunlu Palace Master” was strong, he was only a practitioner who had just entered 

the “Yuanying Realm”, and there were many people in the “Heavenly Demon Palace” who were at the 

“God Transformation Realm”, so the “Yunlu Palace Master” was too confident. 

Anyway, Ye Lu decided to follow the “Yun Lu Palace Master” to take a look outside, because he also 

wanted to see the situation of these “Heavenly Demon Clans”. 

Soon, the two of them flew together to the skies above the “Yunluo Palace”, and indeed, a pair of white 

wings that looked like angels was hovering in the air looking at Ye Lu and the “Yunluo Palace Master”. 

This creature was indeed similar to the “Outer Way Heavenly Demon” Ye Lu had seen before, with wings 

and horns, and a terrifying demonic aura emanating from its body. 

“Name: Heavenly Demon, Origin: Haotian Continent, Level: Fourth Transformation of the Firstborn, 

Name: Checia’s Doppelganger, Earth Identity: a doppelganger of one of the Nine Fallen Angels 

‘Enchanted Angel’, Introduction: Legend has it that it lured Adam and Eve to eat the fruit of the ‘Tree of 

Good and Evil’, which eventually led to their expulsion from the Garden of Eden ……” 

At first, Ye Lu thought that these guys with wings and horns looked like a combination of angels and 

devils, but he didn’t expect that the one in front of him was really an angel, and a “fallen angel” at that. 

Of course, Ye Lu was even more surprised by their origin, they actually came from the “Haotian 

Continent”. 

Ye Lu had seen too many things from the “Haotian Continent” before, including the “Burning Heavenly 

Furnace” in his hand, the “Sunset Arrow”, and many other heavenly “Spiritual Treasures” and “Fierce 

Weapons” from the “Haotian Continent”, as well as the Kung Fu methods passed down from the 

“Haotian Continent”. 

This time, we finally saw a living creature from the “Haotian Continent”, and it was a demon. 

“No wonder these guys are ‘demonic’ and don’t fit in with this world, so they are creatures from 

another continent.” 

Seeing this introduction, Ye Lu finally understood the origin of these guys, these guys seemed to be 

justified to be called “Foreign Heavenly Demons”, because they were indeed foreigners compared to 

this “Small Thousand World”. 



However, from the introduction, Ye Lu also found out that the “Hao Tian Continent” where these guys 

lived was obviously a new world that could not be compared to the “Earth” where he was. 

According to common logic, Ye Lu felt that the “Haotian Continent” was mostly the so-called “Middle 

World”, right? 

Anyway, Ye Lu felt that it must be a world one level higher than the one he was in now, and most of the 

“spiritual energy” in his body also came from that world, but it was hard to say whether his 

grandmother came from that world or not. 

Ye Luo felt that he was not very far from the truth of the whole matter. 

After Ye Lu and the two of them stopped, “Cheshire” looked at the “Yun Lu Palace Master” and said 

indifferently. 

“Was it you who just killed one of our compatriots?” 

“She looked across at Cheshire and said with a smile. 

“Yes, I killed the man, do you have a problem with that?” 

As a result, the opposite “Cheshire” did not talk nonsense, directly waved her hand and launched an 

attack, this kind of attack seemed to carry a kind of manic power, it must contain a mental attack, which 

made Ye Lu a little worried. 

In the “secular world”, there was a saying called “entering the devil”, or “falling into the devil”, which 

meant that people had fallen into the devil’s path, and “fallen angels” were said to be truly holy angels 

who had fallen into the devil’s path and turned into terrible angels. 

These “Heavenly Demons” seemed to be the most skilled at making people become demons or follow 

an evil path, and Ye Lu was worried that this “Yun Lu Palace”‘s Palace Master would also fall prey to this. 

Therefore, he had already prepared the “Sun True Flame”, which could not only directly destroy the 

divine consciousness, but also dispel all kinds of negative spiritual attacks, because the “Sun True Flame” 

was the strongest and most virile flame in the world, and had a restraining effect on any evil spirits. 

However, it turned out that he was overly concerned. 

With the bloodline of “Daoist Lu Zui”, the “Yun Lu Palace Master” was not afraid of this kind of spiritual 

impact at all. She quickly released a defence shield and then took out a gourd, which was light golden 

and looked very beautiful. 

After the mouth was opened, a white figure with eyebrows and eyes flew out of it. After this figure 

appeared, its eyes emitted two white lights and shone towards the “Cheshire”, which was actually fixed 

by these two white lights and hovered there motionless. 

Then, the “Lord of Yunlu Palace” once again respectfully bowed to the little man and said. 

“Please turn around, baby.” 



At the same time, the head of the “Heavenly Demon Race” clan member from the “Heavenly Demon 

Palace” also turned, as if it was about to fall off, but, strangely enough, after turning, the head slowly 

turned back on its own. 

Seeing this scene, the face of the “Yunlu Palace Master” changed, as if this scene had already exceeded 

her expectation. 

“Please turn around, baby.” 

The “Yunlu Palace Master” worshipped again, but this time, although the white figure was turning 

around, nothing happened to the “Heavenly Demon Clan” person on the other side. 

“What a powerful thing!” 

The “Cheshire” couldn’t help but sigh with emotion, and Ye Lu also basically figured out the details of 

this “Flying Dagger of Immortality”, although it was called a “Spiritual Treasure”, it was actually more 

like a demonic beast that could be summoned, because the little white man acted independently. 

The strongest thing about this device is that it can be used across a large realm as long as the bloodline 

is fully compatible. This is also the reason why the “Yunlu Palace Master” had been so confident, she felt 

that her device was enough to kill experts at the “God Transformation Realm”, and this woman opposite 

her was obviously no match. 

However, she had still underestimated the terrifying extent of these real Heavenly Demon Clans from 

the Heavenly Demon Palace. 

These “Heavenly Demons”, like Ye Lu, had the blood of the “Demon Race” flowing in their bodies, so it 

was very easy for them to fight across levels. 

However, seeing that her “Immortal Cutting Flying Daggers” were unable to work, the “Yunlu Palace 

Master” was really a bit numb and clawed, and she turned her head to Ye Lu and said with some 

embarrassment. 

“Sorry, it looks like you’re going to die here with me.” 

In her opinion, there was no one around who could save them and they were dead this time. 

However, Ye Luo smiled at her and said. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll take care of this little matter, I’ll take care of it, a small character from the ‘Heavenly 

Demon Race’, I’ll have no problem dealing with it, just watch me.” 

After saying that, Ye Lu walked to the front of the “Yun Lu Palace Master”, looked at the “Enchanting 

Angel” Checia and said with a smile. 

“Cecilia, let me ask you a question, is your original body in another place, can you tell me where that 

place is?” 

Ye Lu had always been curious about the place that the “Hell Demon Dragon” had mentioned. Since this 

“Cheshire” was a doppelganger, she guessed that most of her real body was also in the place where the 

“Hell Demon Dragon” was. 



She could feel that Ye Lu was indeed very strong, but she did not think that Ye Lu was strong enough to 

fight this “Checia” on the opposite side. 

This guy was a formidable figure who could not even be killed by the “Flying Daggers of Immortality”. 

She looked at Ye Lu and did not bother to talk to him. She directly shot out two black lights from her 

eyes and stabbed Ye Lu directly. 
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After these two lights shot at Ye Lu, Ye Lu did not dodge, but casually raised his hand, a golden flame 

shield appeared in front of him, blocking the attack of these two black lights, and the attack of the two 

black lights containing “magic qi” was also dissolved by Ye Lu’s golden flame at the same time. 

“Chelsia” also frowned at this scene, because she could not see Ye Lu’s depth at all, and this feeling 

made her feel quite unsure. 

As the saying goes, “if you know yourself and your enemy, you will never be in danger”, so it would be 

beneficial for you to know more about the other side. 

Seeing that Ye Lu did not continue to attack, “Cecilia” sneered and then opened her mouth to send out a 

kind of sound wave attack, but this sound wave attack did not have a real sound, but a silent mental 

attack. 

Ye Lu felt that this “mental attack” was very strong, and that it was attacking the human brain. 

One was the centre of cultivation and the other was the centre of the spirit. When one became a 

YuanYing realm, the spiritual power of the “brain” would turn into a “sea of consciousness” and produce 

“divine consciousness”. 

Theoretically, this “divine sense” has three functions: investigation, attack and defence, but most “divine 

sense” basically only has the function of investigation, because many people do not have the “spell” of 

“divine sense” attack, after all, this kind of spell is extremely rare, and only some people or demonic 

beasts with inherited memories have it. 

For this reason, people have always stayed away from people or demonic beasts with “spiritual attacks”, 

because such attacks are very difficult to deal with without “magic treasures” or “spiritual treasures” 

that can be used for spiritual defense, but of course, people like the “Lord of Yunlu Palace” do not have 

to worry about that. 

The “Yunluo Palace Master” obviously possessed a strong defensive item, but of course, Ye Lu also 

possessed such a thing, which he had prepared long ago, so when the terrifying “spiritual attack” rushed 

into his head, it was blocked by a defensive shield made of golden “Sun True Fire”. 

“The “Sun True Fire” was a terrifying flame that could destroy even the “Divine Consciousness” and the 

“Sea of Consciousness”, so of course it was terrifyingly powerful. 

However, to be honest, Ye Lu was also surprised. 



This kind of terrifying mental attack was not something that ordinary people could withstand, no 

wonder these “Heavenly Demon” people could control so many people. 

Moreover, Ye Luo also felt another thing during the battle, that is, the level of “devil qi” was very high, it 

should be almost equal to “spiritual qi”, although it was weaker than his own spiritual qi, but Ye Luo felt 

that these “devil qi” and “spiritual qi” should also be divided into three, six, nine levels. 

This high level of “devil qi”, like his own “spirit qi”, had a suppressing effect on ordinary “astral qi” and 

“yuan qi”, and this suppression was the root cause of the cross-level challenge. 

Seeing that her mental attack was still ineffective, “Cheshire”‘s brow furrowed, and then she began to 

change her hands in a rapid gesture that looked like a “choke” before launching a spell, and then he 

made a rapid move, and a huge black demonic figure appeared in front of him, and then lunged at Ye Lu. 

This creature was covered in terrifying black flames and attacked Ye Lu violently. 

However, although Ye Lu had not yet crossed into the “Yuan Ying Realm”, his actual combat power was 

already comparable to that of a super expert who had just entered the “God Transformation Realm” due 

to the fusion of the “Sun True Flame”. 

The reason why she was not killed by the Flying Daggers was that her Demonic Qi was a higher level of 

Qi than the Small Thousand World, and could not be easily dealt with by the Flying Daggers, but of 

course, it would have been a different story if the Yunlu Palace Master’s cultivation level was higher. 

“Go!” 

When he saw the black demonic Qi monster rushing over, Ye Lu raised his hand quickly and the “Blazing 

God Blade” emitted golden flames, instantly splitting the demonic Qi monster into two halves, with each 

half burning brightly. 

“The true fire of the sun is the nemesis of demons, and the fact that the demonic energy comes from 

the higher “Middle World” does not change this. 

However, the next thing that “Cecilia” said caught Ye Lu’s attention. 

For, she actually looked at Ye Lu and asked with a frown. 

“You’re from ‘Nuwa’?” 

Ye Luo didn’t know why the other party asked that question, but he really didn’t have any relationship 

with the “Nuwa clan”, and he didn’t know why the other party made such a judgment, so he shook his 

head and said. 

“No, why do you ask?” 

As a result, “Cecilia” did not answer Ye Lu’s question, but said coldly. 

“Don’t think that you can win for sure, I haven’t fought seriously yet.” 

The colour of her body began to turn black, her eyes turned blood red, and her wings also turned blood 

red. 



“Demonized?” 

Seeing the transformation, Ye Luo also frowned, because he obviously felt that this transformation had 

raised the other party’s aura by a small realm, if he did not use the “Heavenly Reverse Pill”, he would 

definitely not be able to stop this woman’s attack. 

Of course, there was a reason why Ye Luo gave up using Di Qi and Red Luan and summoned Xiu Luo 

instead, because he was teaching these Xiu Luo to use the Battle Formation. 

The “Battle Formation” is a multi-player attack and defense technique provided in the “Glasses”. The 

Seven Sons of Wudang had used the “Sword Formation” before, which was also a type of “Battle 

Formation”, but Ye Luo had trained more people, so it was more difficult to practice. 

“Cecilia found that Ye Lu had actually created eighteen “First Class Lower Gods” “Shura” in a flash, which 

also made her extremely shocked, because although the difference between each level of the “God 

Transformation Realm” was huge, but only across a small realm, the quantity could still make up for the 

quality. 

But then, her face turned ugly as the eighteen Shura appeared and flew back and forth to form a 

complex defensive “battle formation”, black ghostly Qi forming a defensive shield that enveloped Ye Luo 

and the rest of them. 

“Hmph!” 

“The black demonic Qi drew a huge “X” pattern of light and blasted at the defensive shield. 

“Boom!” 

All the Shura frowned and shook a little, but did not lose consciousness. This kind of mental attack 

would affect the Shura, who were already in the “Abyssal Hell”, far less than normal people. 

“Kill!” 

Seeing that the “Defensive Battle Formation” in the “Shura Battle Formation” had worked, Ye Luo 

decided to use the Attack Battle Formation. 

“Brush!” 

After the attack battle formation was activated, a huge black palm was blasted at the Heavenly Demon’s 

Cheshire like a “God’s Palm”. 

“Boom!” 

This palm was as big as a mountain, and it directly collided with the palm of “Cheshire”. 

It was obvious that she was no match for Ye Lu, so if she didn’t run, she would have to wait for her 

death. 

However, Ye Luo didn’t want to let her go just because he had easily met a member of the Heavenly 

Demon Race, for she was a good research material. 



So, the Red Luan was released. In front of the speed of the Red Luan, Cesia had no chance to escape, 

and she was instantly caught by the Red Luan. 

“Ho!” 

Seeing the appearance of Red Luan, the Master of Yunlu Palace was truly shocked. 

“You still have such a strong helper, why didn’t you use it earlier, causing me to be scared.” 

The “Yunluo Palace Master” said in a somewhat depressed voice. 

Then, something unexpected happened to both of them. 
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Cecilia, who had been caught by the Red Luan, did not panic too much, but looked at Ye Luo and said. 

“Nuwa, this war will come to an end sooner or later, and the final victory will definitely be ours.” 

After saying this, the “Cheshire” exploded with a “boom!” It exploded with a loud bang. 

“The power of the explosion was quite powerful, but Red Luan was not a novice and such an attack was 

nothing to her. 

“Red Luan clapped her hands and went to Ye Luo’s side. 

“Why did this guy just blow himself up?” 

“Yunluo Palace Master asked, slightly puzzled as she looked at the slowly dissipating demonic Qi. 

For his part, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Because this fellow was originally a ‘doppelganger’, her original body is somewhere, that’s why she 

blew herself up, I guess the one you killed before was also a doppelganger.” 

In fact, he had already guessed this outcome when he saw that the “Cheshire” was a bilocation. 

“These ‘Heavenly Demon Race’ people are really cautious.” 

Ye Luo could not help but sigh, no matter where the “Checia”‘s body was, it was undoubtedly very safe 

to release the “doppelganger” to act, if not, the doppelganger would be destroyed directly, no trace or 

handle would be left behind. 

Of course, “splitting” is not something that can be done whenever you want to do it, first of all, you 

need to have the corresponding “divine skill”, without the relevant “divine skill” it is impossible to create 

a split, and also has a relationship with the practitioner himself, some people are suitable for splitting, 

while some people are difficult to create a split. 

There is also a problem with doppelgangers, which is that they distract the master from his strength. 

The doppelganger is not a clone, it is part of your body, and if it is killed, it is a great loss to itself. 

This should also be the reason why that “Enchanting Angel” only made a “YuanYing realm bilocation”. 

“When will I be able to create a ‘split body’ as well?” 



Ye Luo muttered secretly, the feeling of a split body was still quite interesting, however, Ye Luo guessed 

that he still had a long way to go before he could achieve a split body. 

“This sister, what is your relationship with Ye Luo?” 

When she saw “Red Luan” standing beside Ye Lu, who did not say a word, “Yun Lu Palace Master” 

became a bit nosy. 

“The reason why she didn’t say anything was because she wasn’t used to communicating with people 

yet. When she saw the “Yunluo Palace Master” asking, she said with a smile. 

“Ye Lu and I are friends, but he is also my life-saver.” 

After hearing what “Hong Luan” had said, “Yunluo Palace Master” nodded. 

And Ye Luo looked at the “Yun Lu Palace Master” and asked. 

“Lord Palace Master, what kind of person are you? That ‘Immortal Cutting Flying Dagger’ is too 

powerful, isn’t it?” 

Although the “Yunlu Palace Master” had said that she was a member of Kunlun, Ye Lu was still curious, 

after all, the combat power she had displayed was too unexpected. 

“The Yunlu Palace Master thought for a moment and said. 

“It’s rare to have strong hands like yours come here, so let’s go to the secret realm together, and I’ll talk 

to you carefully while we walk.” 

The secret realm that the “Yunluo Palace Master” mentioned was actually the secret realm that Ye Lu 

had seen not far from the “Yunluo Palace” before, which the “Yunluo Palace Master” called the “Many 

Treasures Secret Realm”. 

Soon, everyone arrived near the “Many Treasures Secret Realm”, and on the way, the “Yunluo Palace 

Master” gave an overview of what she knew about this world. 

“First of all, there are a few big powers in this world.” 

“The Cloudy Foothills Palace Master said solemnly. 

“On the whole, the forces are divided into ‘human’, ‘god’, ‘ghost’, ‘demon ‘, ‘demons’ and ‘immortals’, 

but the boundaries of these are actually a bit blurred.” 

“‘Human’ is humans, which means all cultivators,” 

“‘Gods’ are technically cultivators as well, though these people possess the bloodline of certain ‘gods’.” 

“‘Ghosts’ are just ghosts this one is the easiest.” 

“‘Demons’, on the other hand, are demonic beasts, which are also better understood, although some 

demons have been deified.” 

“‘Demons’ on the other hand, there are two kinds, one is pure ‘heavenly demons’ and the other is 

people who have been corrupted by ‘heavenly demons’. ” 



“‘Immortals’, on the other hand, are the most complicated, mainly referring to the cultivators in the 

country of China who possess the ‘Immortal’ bloodline, divided into many schools and are powerful.” 

Then, the “Yunlu Palace Master” continued. 

“In fact, originally, these six powers were supposed to have very distinct boundaries, but since the real 

‘gods’ and ‘immortals’ are not possessed by our world, those left behind are basically bloodline 

inheritances, so things looks a lot more complicated.” 

To be honest, before the “Yunlu Palace Master” clearly explained, Ye Lu really didn’t expect the world to 

be composed in this way, but when he thought about it, he could understand this division method. 

Ye Lu had seen people of the “Ancient Greek Gods” bloodline, people of the “Norse Gods” bloodline, 

and people of the “Sun Country Gods” bloodline before, and now that he thought about it, these should 

be the so-called “gods”. 

The “Heavenly Demon Palace” and their people represent the “demons”. 

The clans of the “Clan Realm” are the simplest “people”. 

The demonic beasts of the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts” represent “demons”. 

The ones in the “Abyssal Secret Realm” are ghosts. 

If he thought about it this way, it was true that “Immortal” was the part that Ye Lu did not understand 

the most. 

So, he looked at the “Yunlu Palace Master” and asked. 

“Then you should belong to the ‘Immortal School’.” 

The “Cloud Lu Palace Master” nodded and said. 

“Yes, the Immortal School is also divided into several factions, we belong to the ‘Kunlun’ lineage, while 

the secret realm we are going to belongs to the ‘Tongtian’ faction, that is, the ‘Tongtian Sect Master ‘ of 

the faction.” 

“Another point I would like to make is that all of us cultivators, including demonic beasts and also ghosts 

and demons are just a title in vain, no one can truly transcend eternal life, however, almost all 

cultivators are working towards this direction.” 

When the “Yunlu Palace Master” finished speaking, Ye Lu nodded his head. 

Then, he looked at the “Yun Lu Palace Master” and asked. 

“Why did that person from the ‘Heavenly Demon Race’ just now repeatedly think that I was from the 

‘Nuwa Clan’? Do you know what’s going on?” 

“The Yunlu Palace Master thought for a moment and said. 

“I don’t know the exact situation, but it is said that the ‘Heavenly Demon Palace’ and the ‘Nuwa clan’ 

have always been in opposition to each other, but I feel that the ‘Heavenly Demon Palace ‘ should be 



much more powerful than the ‘Nuwa One’, I think, and the ‘Nuwa One’ is very mysterious and is the 

lowest-profile one among all the ‘hidden ones’, so there aren’t many people who know about them.” 

Ye Lu nodded. 

In fact, there were only two things Ye Luo knew about Nuwa, one was the creation of man and the other 

was the refining of stones to mend the sky. 

It seemed that the only way to find out about this was to ask someone from the Nuwa clan when they 

had the chance. 

In this way, Ye Lu walked into the “Secret Realm of Many Treasures” while chatting with the “Yun Lu 

Palace Master”. 

After walking in, Ye Lu was immediately stunned by the scene in front of him, because this “Multi-

Treasure Secret Realm” looked like a huge treasure warehouse, filled with all kinds of treasures. 

“Shit! There’s still such a nice place in the world!” 

Ye Lu couldn’t help but sigh with emotion. 

“Yunlu Palace Master” said with a smile. 

“This is natural, the original owner of the ‘Multi Treasure Secret Realm’ was the ‘Multi Treasure Daoist’, 

the leader of the ‘Tongtian Sect’. He collected things not for himself and his disciples, but out of 

personal preference, so there were many different kinds and grades.” 

“To put it simply, this guy is sick, a psychopath with a ‘collecting fetish’.” 

Finally, the “Master of Yunlu Palace” added. 

When he heard the “Yunlu Palace Master” say that an immortal was mentally ill, Ye Lu couldn’t help but 

laugh, but looking at the auspiciousness of the place, it was not too much to say that this “Daoist of 

Many Treasures” was mentally ill. 

However, the “Cloudy Palace Master” continued. 

“This guy is not only a ‘collector’ but also possessive, so he used ‘demon beasts’ to guard these treasures 

layer by layer, and I couldn’t even beat the demon beasts on the outermost layer, so I could only stare. 

could only stare in disbelief.” 

The “Yunlu Palace Master” stretched out his hands and then said with a smile. 

“Luckily, you guys are here.” 
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Ye Lu took a look at this “Multi-Treasure Secret Realm”, the items inside this secret realm were 

presented in a circle, and it was a “tower-shaped” structure, like a pyramid, the higher up the tower, the 

smaller the layers became, until the very top. 



At this moment, Ye Lu could only see the treasures on the first level. Ye Lu found that all the treasures 

on this level were “magic weapons”, that is, treasures that could be used by the “Houtian Mirror”, 

“Xiantian Realm” and “Foundation Establishment Realm”. 

The number of these treasures was extremely large and there was a wide variety of them, but Ye Lu 

soon discovered that the “magic weapons” here were all of a very rare and odd kind, while ordinary 

swords and other things were not included in this “Daoist of Many Treasures”‘s collection. 

The things that Ye Lu saw were bottles, jars, and small mechanical puppets, such as the black fly that Ye 

Lu saw at the moment, which was a small puppet that could lurk, and was definitely a poisoning or 

eavesdropping tool. 

There were also some other gadgets, such as small magic weapons that could be invisible. 

However, to be honest, Ye Lu did not think that these things were very important, he cared about the 

things above, there were many more towers above these “magic weapons”. 

If the first time was a “magic weapon”, would the second layer be a “magic treasure”, then a “spiritual 

treasure”, and after that, something more advanced. 

Of course, Ye Luo felt that there should not be anything too advanced in this “Small World”, because 

many treasures required a corresponding cultivation level to use. 

Moreover, through his previous observations and practice, Ye Lu also discovered that, just like the 

software or hardware of a computer, these Qi were also backward compatible. 

For example, if Ye Luo had Qi, he could use almost any magic weapon, unless he did not have enough Qi 

to activate a certain magic weapon. 

However, the other way round, for example, a practitioner with only “True Qi” and “Innate True Qi” 

could not use “magic treasures”, and of course the stronger “Spiritual Treasures” could not be used. 

Therefore, Ye Lu felt that in this “Small Thousand World”, the items collected by the “Daoist of Many 

Treasures” were probably the strongest things that could be used in this “Small Thousand World”. 

There are some things, such as the “Burning Furnace”, that Daoist Dobao has no way to identify without 

his “glasses”. 

“Come on, let’s go see the ‘Guardian Demon Beast’ here.” 

Anyway, this tower had to go up one level at a time, so Ye Luo directly walked towards the first one. 

Sure enough, before he could get near the various treasures, a demonic beast appeared. 

It was a dog-like demonic beast called “Bane Dou”, with a black body and an eerie lustre, in addition to 

having an open tail. 

However, even though this creature did not look like much, it was not a small one, and was the assistant 

of the Fire God. 

Moreover, it was no wonder that the “Lord of Yunlu Palace” was unable to defeat it, for this fellow was 

at the peak of the “First Class Lower God” cultivation level. 



In addition, Ye Lu also knew clearly that although the “magic weapons” on this level were very special, it 

was obvious that they were not what the “Yun Lu Palace Master” was most interested in. 

What she wanted was definitely the “magic treasures” on the upper level, because for the “Yunlu Palace 

Master”, who had just entered the “Yuanying Realm”, “magic treasures” were still the thing she needed 

most. 

What Ye Lu needed most at the moment was something at a higher level of “Spiritual Treasure”, but of 

course, it would be best if it could be a stronger “Innate Spiritual Treasure”. 

“For example, the “Ten Ancient Fierce Armies” are all “Ancestral Spiritual Treasures”, while the “Gun of 

Eternity”, although famous and really strong, is actually an ordinary “Spiritual Treasure”, which is why 

the “Blazing God Blade” can cut the “World Tree”. 

Of course, the “Gargantua” made into a “Spiritual Treasure” is actually much harder than the original 

“World Tree”, so cutting the “Gargantua” with the “Blazing God Blade” is actually far less easy than 

cutting the trunk of the “World Tree”. 

So, Ye Lu didn’t spend much time on the first level, he let “Di Qi” directly finish off the demonic beast 

“Scourge”, and then began to load the contents of this level into his “Sumeru Ring”. 

To be honest, these women were very good to Ye Lu and Liu Mei, who had been living in it, so Ye Lu was 

going to bring them a big gift. 

Soon, Ye Lu found that in this first level, there were not only “magic weapons”, but also “pills” and 

various precious herbs, such as the “Nine Spike Harvest” and “Nine Leaf Blood Lotus” that Ye Lu had 

seen in the “Divine Farmers’ Valley”. 

Although the “Marrow Cleansing Pill” was not a high level pill, it was indeed a very important pill that 

could lay a solid foundation for a person to take a detour. 

After that, Ye Lu also found quite a few secret books of “martial arts”. 

It seemed that this “Daoist of Many Treasures” was really strange, and he had to search for everything 

that was interesting to him. 

“Come on, let’s go to the first floor.” 

Ye Luo didn’t have time to analyze and check these things one by one, anyway, there were glasses 

around, just let the glasses help sort and retrieve them later, he had to go to the first floor without 

stopping, because Ye Luo was also a bit impatient for these treasures. 

Following that, Ye Luo and the others arrived at the first floor. 

However, Ye Lu found that not all the magic treasures were here, but the earth-rank magic treasures, 

which were arranged according to the levels of “Mortal”, “Xuan” and “Earth” rank magic treasures. 

When she saw these “magic treasures”, the eyes of the “Yunlu Palace Master” had already lit up, after 

all, everything here looked like something she could use right now. 



For example, the set of 108 “earth-grade magic treasures” puppets would turn into 108 helpers after 

use, and then use the “Nine-Nine Return to One” formation, which was absolutely heaven defying. 

In the Daoist of Many Treasures’ collection, this is only a relatively ordinary item. 

“If we can get to the upper level, we’ll really be rich.” 

The upper level should be at least a “heavenly-grade magic treasure”, which is basically the peak of 

“magic treasures”. For the “Yunlu Palace Master”, although higher-level “spiritual treasures” were good, 

most of them were not powerful enough for her to use, unless it was something like the “Flying Dagger 

of Immortality”, which was originally from her bloodline. 

So, she won’t be able to use the Spiritual Treasures for a long time at least. 

“Yes, but let’s focus on the immediate future, ‘Di Qi’, ‘Hong Luan’, do you need help?” 

The demonic beasts guarding the second level had become two, and judging from their combat power, 

they were probably not much weaker than Di Qi and the others. 

As a result, “Di Qi” and “Red Luan” both smiled and said. 

“No, we are now considered experts, don’t worry.” 

Indeed, the current “Di Qi” and “Red Luan” were no longer at the same level as the battle on Mount Fuji. 

After the “Abyssal Secret Realm” and Ye Lu’s various guidance, the two of them had grown a great deal. 

This was one of the reasons why they were so determined to follow Ye Lu, because they found that 

although Ye Lu was not high in cultivation, he knew everything, even the heritage of the dragon race, 

and could see the problems at a glance. 

Of course, this was all due to the “glasses”. 

In this way, soon, Ye Lu swept up all the treasures in the second layer, and of course, the “Cloud Lu 

Palace Master” was not left out, so the two of them were smiling like flowers. 

“The third level, here we come.” 

Following this, the two arrived at the third level of the “Multi Treasure Secret Realm”. 

At this time, Ye Lu suddenly felt that there was something calling to him on the higher level of the tower. 
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This feeling wasn’t very strong, so there was no way for Ye Lu to know what was summoning him, but he 

could indeed feel as if something was waiting for him. 

However, it was obvious that such a thing wasn’t on the third level. 

It should be on a higher level of the tower. 

At this moment, in front of Ye Lu were three demonic beasts with the cultivation level of “Third Grade 

Lower God”. 

They are called “Kui Mu Wolf”, “Pleiades Sun Rooster” and “Bi Yue Wu” respectively. 



The treasures on this level had also been upgraded to “Heavenly” and “Saint” ranked “magic treasures”, 

and when she saw the “Saint” ranked magic treasures, the eyes of the “Yunlu Palace Master” lit up. 

To be honest, not to mention her, even Ye Lu’s heart was moved. 

The reason for the low “rank” was that even cultivators at the YuanYing realm or even lower than the 

YuanYing realm could use them, in other words, most “Saint rank” items meant that the lower rank 

could use the higher rank. 

For example, a “Martial Skill” of the “Saint Rank” was no different from a “Spell”, but with such a 

“Martial Skill”, a person who had not reached the cultivation level of “Ninth Turn of Jindan” could use 

the power of a “Spell”, but of course, how much power could be used depended on the “Martial Skill” 

itself and the user. 

Now, Ye Lu had a “Saint-rank” “spell” in his hand, and if he had a “Saint-rank” magic treasure that could 

be used in conjunction with the “Saint-rank” spell, Ye Lu felt that he would definitely be able to use it for 

a very long time. 

Just like the Blazing God Blade, after taking the “Heaven Contradiction Pill”, Ye Lu could easily burn the 

“Shura” to ashes with the Blazing God Blade and the fusion flame, this was the attack increase brought 

by the weapon. 

However, in order to get those goodies, he had to deal with these three terrifying demonic beasts in 

front of him first. 

However, what Ye Luo could not understand was that the cultivation levels of the three guys in front of 

him were not the same. 

Among them, the Kui Mu Wolf and the Pleiades Rooster were at the peak of the Third Grade Lower God, 

which was the peak of the Lower God, while the Bi Yue Wu seemed to have just broken through the 

Third Grade Lower God, but of course, it was not easy to deal with them. 

However, there is one factor that is more favorable to Ye Lu, that is, these three guys are Western White 

Tiger Seventh Year Demon Beasts, that is to say, they are all metallic demon beasts, while Ye Lu and the 

Vermilion Bird Clan are both fire attribute, in the five elements, “fire kills gold”, so Ye Lu and the 

Vermilion Bird Clan can restrain each other. 

“It looks like we’ll have to use all our strength this time.” 

Ye Luo looked at the three guardian demon beasts and rubbed his chin in thought. 

The “Kui Mu Wolf” had already transformed into a tall man and looked at Ye Lu and said. 

“I didn’t expect that after so many years, someone would actually find this ‘treasure trove’, your luck is 

not ordinary either!” 

Hearing his words, the “Yun Lu Palace Master” said with a smile. 

“Since we are so lucky, you guys should let us go, so that you don’t have to stay here in boredom, and 

we can also get good treasures, isn’t it the best of both worlds?” 



As a result, the Kui Mu Wolf shook his head and said. 

“The three of us have been here for many years, and we’ve all raised our realm by one level without any 

assistance, do you think we don’t want to leave? It’s because we simply can’t leave, so I advise you not 

to come in, it’s death or death when you do.” 

As he said this, he raised his hand and released a huge wolf tooth stick, followed by the Pleiades Rooster 

and the Biyue Wu, who also took out their weapons. 

“The Pleiadian Rooster was a sewing needle about the same length as his own, while the Biyue Wu 

produced a half-moon shaped curved sword as black as ink. 

The three demonic beasts quickly took up their positions and waited for Ye Lu to attack. 

The “Yunlu Palace Master” looked at Ye Lu, she felt that she was no longer of any use in this battle. 

However, Ye Lu looked at her and said with a smile. 

“Lord Palace Master, if you want to win this level, you must help.” 

When she heard Ye Lu’s words, the “Palace Master of Yun Lu” was dumbfounded as she looked at Ye Lu 

and said with wide eyes. 

“Me? I can’t help you, let alone this, I can’t even defeat the first level, is it a death sentence for me to go 

there? Don’t you dare pit me.” 

Ye Lu then laughed and said. 

“Don’t worry, I won’t let you risk your life, I just need you to lend me one thing, the ‘Zhan Xian Flying 

Daggers’ you just used.” 

Hearing that Ye Lu wanted to use the ‘Immortal Cutting Flying Dagger’, the ‘Yun Lu Palace Master’ 

immediately shook like a rattle drum and said. 

“It’s not that I don’t want to give it to you, but only I and the ‘Western Queen Mother’ can use it, so you 

can’t use it even if I give it to you!” 

This was certainly known to Ye Lu, however, he followed with a smile and said. 

“So, I have to borrow one more thing from you, and that is your blood.” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, the face of the “Yun Lu Palace Master” immediately turned white as she looked 

at Ye Lu in horror and said. 

“What, you, you want to kill to silence me?” 

Ye Lu had a black face. 

“What kind of mouth is that? Why would I want to kill you to silence you? I just want to fuse your 

bloodline and use the ‘Immortal Cutting Flying Daggers’.” 

“You should not think too much.” 



When Ye Lu finished speaking, the “Yun Lu Palace Master” said as she rubbed her towering breasts this 

time. 

“Phew! I was scared to death, I thought you wanted to make a move on me, I told you, how can you rob 

a beautiful woman like me first?” 

Ye Lu was too lazy to talk nonsense with the “Yun Lu Palace Master” and directly handed over a knife. 

Under the disbelieving expression of the “Yunlu Palace Master”, Ye Lu quickly began to fuse the 

bloodline of the “Yunlu Palace Master”, something he was already familiar with, so he quickly claimed 

the “Immortal Beheading Flying Sword”. 

When he saw that the Flying Dagger had really changed its owner, an expression of disbelief appeared 

on the face of the Lord of Yunlu Palace. 

Because the bloodline of “Daoist Lu Zu” was a single lineage, unfortunately, it was passed down to her 

generation that she had a congenital defect in her body and was unable to cultivate, so she came to 

“Yun Lu Palace” on her own, which was considered to be a seclusion, but she did not expect Ye Lu to 

possess her own bloodline after just a short while. 

“What kind of person is this guy?” 

The “Yunlu Palace Master” muttered in confusion as she looked at Ye Lu’s back. 

In fact, it was only as Ye Lu’s cultivation level increased and his knowledge grew that he truly understood 

why “Glasses” had singled out “Bloodline Ability” as a large category equal to “Martial Skills”, because 

“Bloodline” and “Bloodline Avatar” were really too important. 

“Alright, our attack can begin.” 

After acknowledging the “Immortal Cutting Flying Daggers”, Ye Lu smiled and followed by the experts of 

the “Vermilion Bird Clan” who began to appear one by one. 

Seeing that Ye Lu had released so many experts of the “God Transformation Realm” in succession, the 

“Yun Lu Palace Master” once again swallowed her saliva, for she really did not expect Ye Lu to be this 

strong now. 

Then, there was the Dragon Clan’s “Di Qi” and the Dragon Clan’s “God Transformation Realm” experts. 

Of course, this was not the end of the story, Ye Lu swallowed three “Heaven Reversal Pills” quickly, and 

his cultivation level began to increase dramatically, and when it reached its peak, Ye Lu struck again, and 

eighteen “Four-Armed Shura” appeared in front of Ye Lu. 

The cultivation level of these Four-Armed Shura had reached the level of “Second Grade Lower God”. 

Although the level of all of them varied, they should be able to deal with one of the three demonic 

beasts with the support of the “Shura Battle Formation”. 

Looking at the sudden appearance of dozens of “God Transformation Realm” super experts, the “Yunluo 

Palace Master” was completely shocked. 



“Ye Lu, what exactly have you done this time? How did you become so strong all of a sudden, did you 

turn on?” 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“I’ve opened up a little, just wait, you’re about to open up too.” 

With those words, the group walked into the third level of the forbidden system together. 

Seeing that Ye Lu suddenly got out so many experts and “Hullo!” This made several people, such as “Kui 

Mu Wolf” and “Pleiades Rooster”, frown. 
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To be honest, the Kui Mu Wolf did not expect the situation to be reversed in an instant. Although the 

people Ye Lu brought with him this time did not have the same level of cultivation as the rest of them, 

there were indeed dozens of super experts of the “God Transformation Realm”, especially the eighteen 

“Four-Armed Shura” with vajra rage, which looked neat and tidy and appeared to be from the same 

race, so there might be some kind of “battle formation” or something like that. 

The “battle formation” is actually not an extremely difficult secret art, but many “battle formations” are 

difficult to find the right person to work with, and “battle formations” are difficult to practice, but 

relatively easy to break. 

Of course, if the coordination is not good, the power of the battle formation will also be greatly reduced. 

“Go!” 

While they were making up their minds, Ye Lu waved his hand and all of them started to move according 

to Ye Lu’s plan, while Ye Lu aimed at the weakest “Bi Yue Wu”, the eighteen “Four-Armed Shura” aimed 

at the strongest “Kui Mu Wolf”, the “Vermilion Bird Clan” held back the “Pleiades Rooster”, and “Di Qi” 

led the Dragon Clan to deal with the “Bi Yue Wu” together with Ye Lu. 

Under Ye Lu’s control, the white figure of the Flying Dagger appeared again, still shooting out white light 

to fix the Pleiades. 

Although this “Bi Yue Wu” was stronger than Ye Lu who had taken the “Heavenly Reverse Pill”, firstly, it 

did not have the physique of the “Heavenly Demon Race”, and secondly, although Ye Lu’s cultivation 

was low, his combat power was high, so the “Flying Daggers of Immortality” villain he summoned was 

undoubtedly stronger than the one summoned by the “Lord of Yun Lu Palace”. 

“Brush!” 

As the white villain spun, the “Blazing God Blade” in Ye Lu’s hand also struck at the same time, along 

with Di Qi and the other Dragon Clan experts. 

While Bi Yue Wu’s body was frozen, his head was being twisted and cut by the Flying Daggers of 

Immortality. 

The result was that after just one encounter and one move, “Bi Yue Wu” was killed first. 



Seeing this scene, both the “Kui Mu Wolf” and the “Pleiades Rooster” showed extremely frightened 

expressions, they never thought that Ye Lu’s attack would be so terrifying. 

After killing Biyue Wu, Ye Lu unleashed the white villain again, this time targeting Kui Mu Wolf. 

The “Kui Mu Wolf” was already stretched to the limit against the eighteen “Four-Armed Shura”, and 

with the addition of Ye Lu’s “Flying Daggers of Immortality”, his defence collapsed and he was instantly 

killed by the attack of the eighteen “Four-Armed Shura”. 

The last “Pleiadian Chicken”, of course, was not in any doubt, and was also easily killed by the group. 

After all this last night, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Well, Lord Palace Master, this level is finally done, let’s both choose the treasure and share the spoils, I 

guess this is our limit.” 

To be honest, this bizarre “Secret Realm of Many Treasures” level was set up too bizarrely, according to 

the pattern just now, Ye Lu felt that the next level would definitely be four guardian demonic beasts, 

and the level would be one level higher, so there was no way to break through each other’s defenses 

even if everyone poured in. 

In fact, if there was only one “guardian beast” on each level, Ye Lu could have asked Qin Shiyu to help, 

just light a candle and slowly grind it to death. 

However, Ye Lu is not a person who is insatiable. He is very happy to be able to get a “holy-rank” “magic 

treasure”, and it is also a variety of ancient and terrifying magic treasures from the “Daoist of Many 

Treasures” mobile phone. 

He had been collecting all kinds of blood specimens in order to be prepared for emergencies, and this 

time some of them would probably come in handy. 

As a matter of fact, Ye Lu found that there were many good treasures in the depths of this floor, many of 

which came from the “Kunlun” lineage, as well as from other immortals. 

In fact, the distinction between gods and immortals in China is not particularly clear, some of them, such 

as the Purple Emperor, are both gods and immortals, and it is not always the case that gods and 

immortals are more powerful, it is related to cultivation, etc. In short, many of the goodies of this 

“Daoist of Many Treasures” come from these gods and immortals, and some are heavenly treasures, of 

course, many of these things are passed down from the “Hao Tian Continent”. 

This made Ye Lu feel that there should be an inextricable link between the Earth and the Haotian 

Continent. 

Of course, at this level, apart from the various weird and terrifying “magic treasures” that interested Ye 

Lu, there were also a lot of heavenly treasures that could be used to make pills, so this “Daoist of Many 

Treasures” really lived up to his name. 

It is a good thing that the Sumeru Ring is large enough. 

Of course, in terms of storage treasures, Ye Lu didn’t have to worry at all, there wasn’t enough space for 

him to make some more. 



“Unfortunately, the level of pills was a bit poor.” 

Ye Luo found that most of the things were good, it was the “pills” collected that were not particularly 

good, not sure if the pills collected were good themselves, or if the good ones were all eaten by him, or 

maybe Ye Luo’s eyesight in this area was too high. 

“Come on, let’s go upstairs and have a look.” 

After he had filled up his pots, Ye Lu looked at the “Yun Lu Palace Master” and said with a smile. 

Whether they could break through or not was one thing, but there was no danger anyway, so the two of 

them walked up to the fourth floor in a good mood, and he felt the summoning feeling become 

stronger, and then he saw that there were really four guys guarding the fourth floor. 

However, this time, the four did not look like demonic beasts, but four people. 

These four people were holding different “magic treasures”, some with “umbrellas”, others with “lutes”, 

and others with “snakes”, all in all looking strange …… 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a lot of money from the 

internet. 

The four guys were called the “Four Generals of the Demon Family”, namely “Demon Ley Qing”, “Demon 

Ley Hai”, “Demon Ley Hong” and “Demon Ley Shou”, and the “secular world” also called these four guys 

the “Four Heavenly Kings”. 

They are the Four Heavenly Kings, the Four Heavenly Kings of Growth, the Four Heavenly Kings of 

Holding the Kingdom, the Four Heavenly Kings of Many Hearts and the Four Heavenly Kings of Wide 

Eyes. 

When he saw the appearance of the “Four Heavenly Kings”, Ye Lu had a bit of a headache, as these four 

guys were already primary “Intermediate Gods”, and although their cultivation level had just recently 

crossed into “Intermediate Gods”, they were still far more powerful than the three demonic beasts 

below. 

“It looks like we can only sing a cool hand.” 

Ye Luo looked at the “Four Heavenly Kings” who were sitting there holding different “magic treasures” 

and said helplessly. 

With these four people guarding him, today’s good day had come to an end. 

However, the “Yunlu Palace Master” was thinking about it. 

She stroked her chin back and forth, as if she was trying to think of something, and then she slapped her 

palm and said. 

“I remember, maybe we have a way, can’t you use all kinds of bloodlines? Right, as long as there are 

bloodlines you can purify and fuse them, is that right?” 

Ye Lu nodded, and the “Yun Lu Palace Master” then said with a smile. 



“I remembered that these four guys have a ‘magic treasure’ that can restrain them, this ‘magic treasure’ 

is called ‘heart saving nail’, legend has it that their ancestors Legend has it that their ancestors were 

killed by this thing, and among the ‘Saint-level magic treasures’ that we have just collected is the ‘Heart 

Saving Nail’.” 

When he heard the words of the “Yunlu Palace Master”, Ye Lu was stunned, he didn’t think there was 

such a thing, so he hurriedly slapped his palm and said. 

“Sh*t, then what are you waiting for, what bloodline is needed for this ‘Save the Heart Nail’, do you 

have it?” 

“The Yunlu Palace Master said with a smile. 

“Not right now, but I’ll be able to bring it back soon, just wait a few hours.” 

After saying that, the “Yunlu Palace Master” left, Ye Lu was just about to enter a period of weakness, so 

he took the opportunity to rest. 

Sure enough, a few hours later, the “Yunlu Palace Master” came back with a smile. 
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She said as she shook the bottle in her hand. 

“Okay, the blood is in hand.” 

After that, Ye Lu began to fuse the bloodline of this “Dao De Zhenjun”, and then Ye Lu took out the 

“Saint Grade” magic treasure, the “Heart Saving Nail”. 

It was a white nail seven inches and five minutes long. Ye Lu found that in order to increase the power of 

this “magic treasure”, the person who made it had fused his own blood on it, which was also known as 

“blood refinement”, a trick used by the Gan Shou Mo Xie couple when they forged the supreme sword. 

However, this man’s “Heart Saving Nail” relies more on the power of his bloodline, so this “Heart Saving 

Nail” is a “magic treasure” with a limit on the number of times it can be used, and it can be used three 

times at the moment. 

“Looks like I’ll have to call Silk Rain to help me.” 

Ye Lu sighed helplessly. 

Then, he asked the “Yunlu Palace Master” to wait for a while, saying that he had to find helpers to come 

over. 

Then, Ye Luo asked “Hong Luan” to help him get Qin Siyu to come over. 

As a result, when she saw “Qin Siyu”, the “Yunlu Palace Master” suddenly revealed an extremely 

horrified expression, as if she had seen some terrifying beast. 

Then, she respectfully saluted and said. 

“Greetings, Lord Candle Dragon!” 



As expected, for some unknown reason, this “Lord of Yunlu Palace” knew what Qin Siyu’s true identity 

was. 

Qin Siyu was a little embarrassed and hurriedly waved her hand and said. 

“Palace Master, you are too polite.” 

Ye Lu didn’t have time for such formalities, he looked at the “Four Generals of the Demon Family” and 

said with a smile. 

“Alright, there’s plenty of time to be polite later, let’s hurry up and get to work.” 

After that, Ye Luo once again took out three “Heaven Reverse Pills”, at present, without using the 

Heaven Reverse Pills, Ye Luo could not bring out his “God Transformation Realm” cultivation, then, he 

stepped into the “Formation”‘s forbidden system and activated the “Heart Saving Nail”. 

After three strikes, the “Four Heavenly Kings” were left with a mouse in one hand and an umbrella in the 

other. 

However, the “Heart Saving Nail” had also disappeared. 

“What a powerful magic treasure!” 

However, the next thing was the most troublesome. Qin Shiyu wasted no time in quickly lighting the 

“Candle of Life” for the “Heavenly King of Many Wonders”, while Ye Lu quickly withdrew from the battle 

circle, because he understood that he had to help Qin Shiyu last longer. 

When he saw the Candle of Life appear, the Cloud Lu Palace Master’s mouth opened wide in surprise, 

while Ye Lu had already released all the combatants available to him, this time even the Seventy-two 

Demon Gods were also released. 

This time, even the “Seventy-two Demon Gods” were released. Ye Lu could use very few of these 

“Seventy-two Demon Gods”, but, without exception, these Demon Gods were all “God Transformation 

Realm” experts. 

However, these guys released by Ye Lu were all very valuable to Ye Lu, so this time Ye Lu didn’t just let 

them go on the field, but used all the treasures he had just found that could be used on these guys. 

This time, Ye Lu did not use the “Immortal Cutting Flying Daggers” because the opponent’s cultivation 

level was too high and the “Immortal Cutting Flying Daggers” were not as effective as Qin Shiyu’s 

“Candle of Life”. 

When he did so, the “Heavenly King of Many Wonders” revealed a horrified expression, as he found that 

the “Candle of Life” in his chest was burning rapidly due to the indiscriminate attacks of this group of 

people, burning so fast that he felt the urge to escape, but the problem was that he had no way to 

escape, and the place was so small that it was difficult to dodge, not to mention escape. 

In fact, it was no problem to block them down, the problem was that with each block the candle was 

burning so violently that in no more than a few moments a small section of the candle was already left. 



In the end, there was no surprise, as the candle burned out and the “Duo Wen Tian Wang” finally 

collapsed, thanks to the persistence of Ye Lu and Qin Siyu. 

“It’s done.” 

Ye Lu finally let out a sigh of relief, and then laughed out loud, “Haha”, this floor was full of “Spiritual 

Treasures”, each of them was worth a lot of money, but they were not easy to find. 

“Well, Lord Palace Master, do you know who this ‘Daoist of Many Treasures’ really is? I mean, is he still 

alive, how could he have collected so many things?” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s question, the “Yun Lu Palace Master” thought for a moment and said. 

“That’s actually hard to say.” 

“Because there are many ‘Daoist of Many Treasures’, including himself, his doppelganger, and his 

bloodline inheritors, this should be said to be something collected by all the ‘Daoist of Many Treasures’ 

together.” 

At this time, Ye Lu then said. 

“Then if one has the bloodline of ‘Daoist of Many Treasures’ is it possible to open this place?” 

As a result, the “Yun Lu Palace group” shook their heads and said. 

“Here’s the thing, firstly, we don’t have the bloodline of ‘Daoist Duo Bao’ because he is not from our 

‘Kunlun’, and secondly, things are different from what you think, this place is not the same for ‘ Daoist of 

Many Treasures’ descendants is also a place of entry and no exit, except for breaking the seal, which can 

only be opened by ‘Daoist of Many Treasures’ himself.” 

“Anyway, let’s not dwell on this, let’s hurry up and check out the treasure.” 

“The Yunlu Palace Master said with some impatience. 

Following that, she was the first to run in. 

Ye Lu also smiled, and then said to Qin Siyu. 

“Come on, let’s go in and have a look too, I guess there are a lot of good things inside, let’s see if there is 

anything suitable for you. There should be quite a few things here that are much more powerful than 

the ones you used before.” 

On this floor were “Spiritual Treasures” of the “Mortal”, “Xuan” and “Earth” ranks, while the “Athena” 

Holy Garment Qin Shiyu was wearing earlier was only a “Saint” rank “Magic Treasure”. 

The spear that Ye Lu made from the World Tree was of a very low level, and there was a big difference 

between it and the Eternal Gun Gargantua, not to mention these “spiritual treasures”. 

As expected, Ye Lu and Qin Siyu soon found a spear with a terrifying aura, the name of which was “Black 

Moon Sky Spear”, also a spear used by the ancient dragon race, and it happened to be a “dark attribute” 

weapon. 

“Use it, you can keep this spear.” 



Ye Lu gave the “Black Moon Spear” to Qin Shiyu, but what he wanted more than this was the 

“materials” that the “Daoist of Many Treasures” had collected, that is, the various materials for alchemy, 

because the “Underworld App” had long been unable to provide the various materials that Ye Lu 

needed. 

Previously, Ye Lu had relied on the “spiritual fields” reclaimed in the “One Leaf Bodhi” and the various 

seeds collected from everywhere, mainly from the “Pill Alliance” and the “Divine Farmers’ Valley”, to 

maintain the refining of pills, but as his cultivation level continued to increase, he also found that the 

problem of material shortage was becoming more and more obvious. 

For example, after Qin Siyu and the other women had reached the “YuanYing realm”, Ye Lu had no 

unlimited supply of pills if he wanted to improve his cultivation, which caused Ye Lu a headache. 

Without the support of unlimited pills, it would be difficult for everyone to improve rapidly, and it was 

obvious that the cultivation level of the “YuanYing realm” was far from enough, so YeLu needed all kinds 

of materials for refining pills too much. 

As a result, Ye Lu really found something on the fourth level, something that belonged to the Shennong 

Clan, but it had been lost from the Shennong Clan for a long time, and Ye Lu had heard Jiang Wu Ya say 

that it was the seeds of the world’s “divine seedlings” that he had collected after the Shennong had 

tasted the hundred herbs. 

However, according to Jiang Wu Ya’s words, this item was later stolen by a rat-shaped demonic beast, 

and just now Ye Lu thought of the rumour that the “Daoist of Many Treasures” was actually a “Many 

Treasures Rat” bred by the heaven and earth, as mentioned by the “Lord of Yun Lu Palace”. 

“Hundred Grass Spirit Seeds!” 

Ye Lu held a bag-like “spiritual treasure” and laughed. 

“With this, I don’t have to worry about running out of heavenly treasures anymore!” 
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Ye Lu’s “One Leaf Bodhi” had already reclaimed four spiritual fields, one of which was planted with the 

“World Tree”, while the other three were planted with other plants. Ye Lu planned to spend more 

spiritual energy to reclaim another spiritual field, and then focus on planting these heavenly treasures 

left behind by the “Divine Farmer”. 

According to the legends Ye Lu had heard, these so-called “gods”, “devils” and “immortals” had all 

existed in the past, and although he did not know their true level, they must have been quite powerful. 

Anyway, what Ye Lu knew was that after the Battle of Extinction, all the experts seemed to have 

mysteriously disappeared, and that was why there was a cliff-like discontinuity of experts. 

So, if these seeds were really left behind by the ancient “Divine Farmer”, I’m afraid that there would be 

goodies inside that would far exceed Ye Lu’s imagination. 



Ye Lu found several other good things, among which was a heaven-defying elixir that Ye Lu had always 

wanted to make but was unable to do so. 

Once the pill was in hand, Ye Luo gave it to Di Qi and Hong Luan. 

In fact, Ye Luo had always wanted to make a pill that could raise him from the Origin Infant Realm to the 

God Transformation Realm, but he had never had the right ingredients. 

This way, there would be no need to delay Qin Siyu’s advancement. 

However, there were too many treasures on the fourth level, and Ye Lu did not have time to check them 

out one by one, as there would be plenty of opportunities later anyway, so he discussed with the “Yun 

Lu Palace Master” and divided the items. 

“However, the “Yunluo Palace Master” made a condition that she would also share some of the items on 

the upper tower level. 

Of course, Ye Lu did not hesitate to agree, but he looked at the “Yun Lu Palace Master” with some 

curiosity and asked. 

“Lord Palace Master, there is one thing I am curious about, such a good treasure place, why don’t you 

talk to the people of ‘Kunlun’, if they come, I think although they may not be able to open the 

uppermost layer, but, certainly can go up several layers, then you get more things, or better? ” 

As a result, the “Lord of the Cloudy Palace” said with a smile. 

“Don’t worry about this matter, although I am nominally a member of ‘Kunlun’, in fact my relationship 

with ‘Kunlun’ is not very good, how should I put it, it’s bad.” 

“Forget it, I won’t talk to you about these messy things anymore, anyway, I will share the benefits I get 

here with you, and I won’t screw you over either right?” 

“Besides, I have to thank you sincerely, because without you helping me to repair my dantian, I wouldn’t 

have today, at that time, in fact, I had almost given up on even living, I just wanted to die in the 

mountains, it was you who gave me hope to live again, this, I am forever grateful to you.” 

For his part, Ye Lu waved his hand and said. 

“Okay, okay, let’s not talk so much about uselessness, let’s go to the upper level and see what’s going 

on.” 

He felt the summoning getting stronger and stronger, but when he reached the fifth floor he found that 

the thing that was summoning him was not on this floor, it was also on the tower floor further up. 

“What on earth is so powerful.” 

He found that on the fifth level were already “Heavenly” and “Saint” ranked “Spiritual Treasures”, that 

is, the top level of “Spiritual Treasures”, and those above that should be “Heavenly Spiritual Treasures”, 

and perhaps there were also things that were about the same level as the “Blazing God Blade”, one of 

the “Ten Ancient Fierce Armaments”. 



However, after seeing the five demonic beasts guarding the fifth level, Ye Lu’s thoughts changed, 

because those five “Second Grade Medium God” level guys were of the five attributes of “Gold”, 

“Wood”, “Water”, “Fire” and “Earth”, which were exactly a group of “Five Element Demonic Beasts”. 

“The higher the tower level, the higher the level of the demon beasts! And the larger the number is 

too!” 

Ye Lu muttered secretly. 

He had just dealt with the four below because he happened to have the “Save Heart Nail” to kill three of 

them first, and finally he had worked with Qin Shiyu to get rid of them, but now these five Ye Lu was 

completely helpless. 

“What is it that is calling me from above?” 

Ye Luo looked up at the tower level where the summoning feeling was getting stronger and stronger and 

muttered secretly. 

He felt that he feared that after getting the summoned thing, his own combat power would develop by 

leaps and bounds, but it was just a pity that even now, he could only do nothing about it. 

“It looks like we can only go so far, let’s go.” 

Ye Lu said helplessly. 

“She found that Ye Lu’s pills were even more powerful than those of Kunlun, especially the one that 

could directly raise the YuanYing realm by one small realm, which was simply unbelievable. 

The harvest of less than a day was simply too big, too big to imagine. 

“Ye Lu, why don’t you stay in ‘Yun Lu Palace’ for a day or two, so that I can do my best as a host, how 

about that?” 

As a result, Ye Lu shook his head and said. 

“No need, I appreciate your kindness, however, I have other things to do, the ‘Multi Treasure Secret 

Realm’ is a good place, we need to take care of this place as soon as possible to avoid a long night.” 

If the “five levels” and its contents were taken away, Ye Lu would be heartbroken, not to mention that 

the “five levels” were filled with “heavenly” and “holy” ranked “spiritual treasures”, which were 

“spiritual treasures”, not to mention “magic treasures”, “holy” ranked “magic treasures” such as the 

“Eternal Gun” Gungnir was already a legendary weapon in the “secular world”, so how strong would a 

real “holy” ranked “spiritual treasure” be, it was exciting to think about it. 

Of course, the presence of these items made it even more important to improve one’s cultivation level, 

as several women were still at the YuanYing realm, and many of the “spiritual treasures” could not be 

used, including the “spiritual treasures” in YeLu’s hand, such as the “Black Moon Spear”, which Qin SiYu 

could not bring out the power of the spear now, even though she had the bloodline of the “Candle 

Dragon”. 



Therefore, after leaving the Mysterious Realm of Many Treasures, Ye Lu told Qin Siyu to go back to the 

Mysterious Realm of Abyss, which was definitely a good place for cultivation. 

“Siyu, cultivate well, when I finish planting the plants in the ‘Spirit Field’, I will help you guys refine 

another batch of pills, so your improvement should be faster by then.” 

Qin Shiyu nodded obediently, then led by a Vermillion Bird, she returned to the Abyssal Secret Realm. 

He felt that it was time for him to enter the “Spirit Stone Secret Realm” to improve his cultivation, or at 

least raise his cultivation level to the “YuanYing Realm”, although he could almost sweep away any 

opponent in the “YuanYing Realm” by challenging them across levels, his true cultivation level was still 

too low. 

In addition, Ye Luo also really missed Liu Mei. 

On the way over, Ye Lu sorted through all the treasures he had obtained this time, and then picked out 

all the ones Liu Mei could use. 

Ye Yan and the other women had all changed their equipment, and now Liu Mei was the only one who 

hadn’t. Moreover, Ye Lu was going to take Liu Mei with him when he entered the “Spirit Stone Secret 

Realm” this time. 

Soon, he flew to the secret realm where the Hundred Flowers Sect’s branch was located. 

“Something’s wrong!” 

Ye Lu immediately sensed that something was wrong. 

Basically, outside the secret realm of every “sect”, there would be a small village like place to cover 

people’s ears, and also for the border, but Ye Lu found that the village at the entrance of the secret 

realm was empty. 

He cautiously and quickly approached the entrance of the secret realm and then dug in. 

Chapter 549 

As expected, things were just as he had thought, something had really happened. 

This time, the people who attacked the branch of the Hundred Flowers Sect were the Xuan Tian Clan, 

but these people were not targeting Liu Mei, they were targeting this branch of the Hundred Flowers 

Sect, or to be precise, they were targeting Ye Lu. 

They wanted to blackmail Ye Luo through these people from the Hundred Flowers Sect. 

“Mostly because the identity of ‘Mr. Luo’ has been exposed.” 

Ye Luo muttered secretly in his heart. 

The first time he came into contact with the Hundred Flowers Sect was at the “Heavenly Horse 

Mountain”, but at that time, the contact was not deep, he only added WeChat with “Jasmine”, then the 

two of them contacted each other by WeChat, but the exchange of things was also done by courier, so 

Ye Luo felt that at that time, it should not cause too many ideas. 



After that, once Ye Luo and the Hundred Flowers Clan officially started contacting each other, Jasmine 

started to keep in close contact with him, especially when he was kicking off the tournament, Jasmine 

was by his side, and after that, when he came back from Miaojiang, Ye Luo brought the Nine Heavenly 

Mystic Flame to the Hundred Flowers Clan as Mr. Luo. 

This should be the key to his exposure, because there were too many people in the Hundred Flowers 

Sect, and all of them were women, so everyone loved to gossip, plus the Nine Heavenly Mystic Flame 

was placed in the square, so not only did this “branch” know about it, but the headquarters of the 

Hundred Flowers Sect also knew about it. 

Therefore, it was not surprising that word had leaked out. 

“It seems that the other party is not too well prepared!” 

He found that the Xuantian Clan had indeed sent a luxurious lineup this time, enough to crush the 

Dragon Clan and Vermilion Bird Clan’s team that he had brought before, but it was not exaggerated, as 

only the one leading the team was a First Grade Medium God, while the others were all Lower Gods. 

I guess these people did not know that Ye Luo had obtained the “Solomon’s Vase” and the “Shura 

Army”. 

After all, the incident had happened in the secret realm of the Pill Alliance, so they would not have 

known about it if no one had spread the news. 

However, Zhang Tian of the Xuantian Clan had taken the Nine Treasures Linglong Tower, which in Ye Lu’s 

opinion should be more powerful than the Daoist of Many Treasures’ Mysterious Realm, after all, it was 

a real thing left behind by the Fairy of the Fallen Haze. 

To deal with the guy at the head of the group, only Qin Siyu and himself could cooperate. 

“Is everyone here?” 

In the “Xuanhuo Square” of the “Hundred Flowers Sect” branch, the guy in the lead did not know that 

the guards at the entrance had been silently killed by Ye Lu. 

He looked around at the few Xuantian Clan members and asked. 

“They should all be here, but this place is too big, so most of them will be missed.” 

The leader of the group nodded and then looked at the group and asked. 

“Which one is Molly?” 

As a result, the Elder Narcissus looked at him and said. 

“Your Excellency, Jasmine is not here, she has never returned since she left the secret realm last time, 

we went outside to look for her and said that she was captured by someone called ‘King Solomon’.” 

This news was of course spread by Ye Lu. 



The purpose was to avoid the bizarre “King Solomon” using some other poisonous tricks against 

Jasmine, but he did not expect that the “King Solomon” would not make a move, but the people of the 

“Xuan Tian Clan” did first. 

In fact, what Ye Lu did not know was that the reason why the Xuan Tian Clan did not send a stronger 

team this time was because they were not only targeting the Hundred Flowers Clan, they were targeting 

all the rumours about the “Immortal Palace Key”. 

Therefore, the Xuantian Clan had also sent people to the place where Ye Lu had said “King Solomon”. 

This included tracking down the Heavenly Demon Palace and Kunlun, but of course, more of the main 

force went to the Wuji Sect. 

At this moment, the headquarters of the Wuji Clan and the secret realms of several clan branches were 

surrounded by the Xuantian Clan’s people, including the secret realms where the “Supreme Elders” and 

“Venerable Masters” of the Wuji Clan trained were all controlled by the Xuantian Clan’s people. 

Of course, the secret realm where the Venerable Masters were located sent the largest number of 

people. 

Most of them are old monsters who have lived for hundreds of years, and some of them have lived for 

thousands of years, just like Abe Haruaki. 

For these people, the completely open secret realm of the clan no longer has any meaning, only the 

more terrifying Jedi is their paradise. 

Of course, to these people, “clan” is just a concept, they rely more on each other, or rather, to them, the 

death or survival of the weaker members of the clan does not mean much, so there is no point in trying 

to blackmail these people by relying on “clan”. 

At this moment in the Bermuda Triangle, the Venerable Masters of the Wuji Clan were facing a 

challenge. 

“Venerable Xuan Long, do you have a blister in your head, suddenly coming to us and saying that you 

are subservient to you? 

“Venerable Wu Chang, the leader of the Wuji Clan, said in disbelief when he saw the people opposite 

him. 

“The Xuantian Clan and the Wuji Clan had always been at odds with each other, and this was something 

that the Venerable Wuchang knew very well, after all, the two clans had not been fighting for decades. 

Moreover, the two of them had fought against each other, and their strengths were comparable to each 

other. If these people at home and these people really fight, it is still unknown who will win and who will 

lose. 

As a result, Venerable Xuan Long looked at him and smiled and said. 

“Unfortunately, Venerable Wu Chang, you have forgotten a few words, ‘Thirty years in the east and 

thirty years in the west’ and ‘Three days of farewell for a soldier.’ The current me is no longer the 

previous me.” 



With these words, this fellow then fully released his aura. 

The terrifying pressure caused the “Venerable Wu Chang’s” eyebrows to wrinkle, and then his pupils 

dilated, because he felt that this “Venerable Xuan Long’s” aura was really stronger than his own. 

“Has he broken through a small realm?” 

He muttered in his heart, and then, the clothes on the “Venerable Xuan Long’s” body turned into 

countless pieces with a “brush!” This armor was really as white as snow, crystal clear, and not ordinary 

at first glance. 

In the hand of the “Venerable Xuan Long” appeared a long sword, also white and flawless. 

“Spiritual treasures! It’s a complete set.” 

He could sense the level of the treasure from the fluctuation of the equipment on his opponent’s body, 

and it should be a “Heavenly-ranked” “Spiritual Treasure”, and it was a complete set of “Spiritual 

Treasure” from the helmet to the boots to the weapon. 

However, what surprised him even more was that all the venerable members of the Xuantian Sect 

suddenly had their clothes shattered into pieces at the same time, and to his amazement, Venerable Wu 

Chang found that each of them was actually wearing a suit. 

“This …… this …… this …… this …… this ……” 

He said “this” three times in a row, and then did not say anything further because it was obvious that 

what he saw was beyond his imagination. 

It was as if yesterday everyone was fighting with cold weapons and carrying kitchen knives, while the 

next day the other side appeared with machine guns and cannons. 

This kind of shock was simply indescribable. 

“The Venerable Xuan Long smiled and said. 

“What do you think? Will you submit, or will you fight?” 

As he said this, he raised his hand and waved it, and an incomparably huge ice dragon appeared out of 

thin air and let out a loud roar as it began to hover in the air. 

Seeing this scene, Venerable Wu Chang’s head lowered. 

He looked at Venerable Xuan Long and said with a sigh. 

“Fine, we admit our defeat, what do you want to do?” 

“Venerable Xuan Long smiled and said. 

“Don’t worry, we are not going to kill you, and there are good things waiting for you, great good things. 

When he heard the words of the Venerable Xuan Long, the eyes of the Venerable Wu Chang lit up, 

thinking that at their age, the end of life and death was approaching, and that “death” could not be 



avoided just because you were strong enough, she was like the “Sword of Damocles” hanging over her 

head, ready to be cut down at any moment. 

So, the Venerable Wu Chang and the people of the Wuji Clan nodded their heads. 

On the side of the Hundred Flowers Sect, Ye Lu also started to act. 

  

Chapter 550 

The reason why Ye Lu acted is because he had to act, the “Xuan Tian Clan” people in the “Xuan Huo 

Square” have already started to lay hands on the women of the “Hundred Flowers Clan”. 

“Well, I know that everyone in the sect has been cultivating hard to improve are also suffocated, later, 

the women here see which like which is taken away, but, before that, first, the people here are loaded 

into the ‘Jade Void Glazed Lamp’ inside.” 

With those words, this guy took out an extremely beautiful looking lantern, and Ye Lu quickly observed 

the lantern that was emitting a million-dotted light. 

“Name: Jade Void Glazed Lamp, Grade: Intermediate Earth Grade Innate Spiritual Treasure, Origin: 

Owned by Jade Clear Yuan Shi Tian Zun, Description: one of the Heaven and Earth Spiritual Treasures, 

also the ‘Heavenly Lamp’ of the three lamps of ‘Heaven, Earth and Man’, contains a golden flame called 

‘Ancient Flame of Ten Thousand Spirits’, has the ability to scout for ten thousand spirits ……” 

However, of course, Ye Luo could not let them have their way, although Qin Siyu did not come, but, Ye 

Luo also of could come out by himself. 

So, he jumped out and looked at the crowd and said. 

“No need to pretend to be someone, the person you want to find is me, right?” 

Ye Luo looked at the leader of the Xuan Tian Clan, the one whose name was “Xuan Yun Zun”, and 

smiled. 

When he saw Ye Lu suddenly appear, that “Xuan Yun Zun Zun” expert frowned, this guy was obviously a 

very cautious person, after seeing Ye Lu appear, he instructed everyone to draw their weapons and 

make preparations to attack, however, the person they wanted to attack was not Ye Lu, but those 

women from the “Hundred Flowers Sect”. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu looked at “Venerable Xuan Yun” and said with a smile. 

“You’re already a ‘Venerable’, but you’re still using women as a shield, and you’re targeting me, don’t 

you feel ashamed? Let people go, let’s settle this matter ourselves.” 

As a result, to Ye Lu’s slight surprise, the “Venerable Xuan Yun” said with a smile. 

“Oh, don’t dream, we have other uses for these women, don’t worry, we won’t kill them easily, they 

certainly have better places to go.” 

Then, Venerable Xuan Yun activated the Jade Void Glazed Lamp in his hand. 



Numerous golden rays of light danced around, and then these rays enveloped all the women present, 

and immediately afterwards, all the women were taken into the Jade Void Glazed Lamp. 

Seeing that all the women had been taken away, Ye Lu was relieved because he was also worried that 

the fight might affect these women later. 

The cultivation level of these women was very low, so I was afraid that a large group of people would die 

on the spot if they were affected. 

After that, the “Venerable Xuan Yun” looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

“Ye Lu, a guy who hasn’t even reached the ‘Yuan Ying realm’ actually wants to talk to us, have you been 

kicked in the head by a donkey?” 

Ye Luo then laughed and said. 

“What you said is quite reasonable, my head is indeed a bit not too bright, because I’m wondering, what 

do you guys want from me? I don’t have any grudges with you guys in the distant past, so why are you 

guys targeting me?” 

Honestly, he wanted to know what this Zhang Tian knew. 

However, that “Venerable Xuan Yun” sneered and said. 

“You are not qualified to know this, so leave your life behind.” 

After he finished speaking, he casually waved his hand. 

A white light appeared and shot out towards Ye Lu, it was a white spear with a terrifying aura, and the 

speed was so fast that Ye Lu could not dodge it in time. 

“Boom!” 

Following that, the spear struck Ye Luo. 

Ye Luo was instantly knocked out of the way, following which he didn’t move at all. 

“Hmph! Even an ant-like existence is pretending to be in front of me, it’s simply seeking death, thanks to 

‘Young Heaven’ still valuing this fellow so much, I think ‘Young Heaven’ has overestimated him too 

much.” 

“Venerable Xuan Yun” looked at Ye Lu who was not moving in the distance and shook his head. 

“Go on, Venerable Xuan Ye, go and see if there is anything worth caring about on him.” 

Hearing his words, a venerable of the Xuan Tian Clan dressed in white flew towards Ye Lu and then 

reached out his hand to search Ye Lu’s body. 

However, after he reached out, he did not move. 

“Venerable Xuan Yun” looked at “Venerable Xuan Ye” and frowned. 

“Sh*t! What the hell, why isn’t he moving? Is something wrong? ‘Venerable Xuan Qing’, go and take a 

look.” 



“Venerable Xuan Yun” felt that Venerable Xuan Ye should be in some kind of trouble, however, he did 

not see Ye Lu attack, which made him feel a bit puzzled. 

He did not know that Ye Lu had used a close attack and had directly struck the “Sun True Flame” into the 

“Sea of Consciousness” of “Venerable Xuan Ye” through his meridians, directly destroying his “Sea of 

Consciousness”. 

The “Sun True Flame” was very powerful in this regard, and could be said to be a powerful tool for 

destroying the “Sea of Consciousness”. 

For a YuanYing realm, there are two most vulnerable parts, one is the “Gold Dan” transformed into 

“YuanYing” in the “Dantian” and the other is the “Sea of Consciousness” inside the head, which is 

transformed from spiritual energy. 

In this kind of close combat, the “Sun True Flame” is like the “Sea of Consciousness”, the most direct 

attack, so this “Venerable Xuan Ye” died on the spot without even saying a word. 

However, the new “Venerable Xuan Qing” did not act rashly. He looked cautiously at Ye Lu, who was not 

moving, and then decided to make an additional slash. 

He raised his hand quickly and a bright yellow flame flew out to envelop Ye Lu. 

Ye Luo then quickly adjusted the flames to cover his body to form a protective film. 

To be honest, if it was any other attack, he would still be afraid, but to use flames, this is definitely “a 

fool’s errand”, the four flames on Ye Lu’s body, which is not outrageously powerful ah. 

After that, the flames covering Ye Lu’s body turned black, as if he had been burnt. 

Seeing that Ye Lu was burnt to charcoal, this guy was relieved because he didn’t find anything unusual 

even when he used his “divine sense” to probe, so he slowly walked over. 

Ye Lu waited quietly for his chance, and also waited quietly for the time to pass. Just now, the reason 

why he took action was to avoid the sisters of the Hundred Flowers Sect being violated. 

Other people couldn’t tell, but Ye Lu could tell through his glasses that the equipment on these people 

was quite extraordinary, not to mention the fact that they had “standard” equipment, which was quite 

frightening. 

“Standard” means having uniform equipment, like the army would wear uniform camouflage uniforms, 

and he found that the other side was like that, many of them were wearing neat and tidy “spirit 

treasure” suits, which was a bit scary. 

“What kind of opportunity has that Zhang Tian got, it’s too scary.” 

Ye Luo muttered to himself as he lay on the ground, and then, as the “Venerable Xuan Qing” grabbed his 

body, he attacked again, another strike that destroyed his “divine sense”. 

Now everyone understood that Ye Lu was not dead and was playing a trick on him. 

“Go on, kill him for me.” 



“Venerable Xuan Yun” said as he looked at Ye Lu. 

Then, everyone rushed towards Ye Luo. 

Ye Luo had no choice but to turn on all his firepower. 

“Brush!” 

“Brush!” 

“Brush!” 

…… 

The “Di Qi”, “Red Luan”, “Dragon Clan” and “Vermilion Bird Clan” all appeared in full armor, but of 

course there were even more “Shura” and “Four-Armed Shura” with vajra rage, and these “Shura” 

formed the smallest “Shura Battle Formation” with the appearance of eighteen people. 

When he saw so many “God Transformation Realm” experts appearing at once, Venerable Xuan Yun’s 

brow furrowed. 

“It’s really not easy to deal with, no wonder the ‘Heavenly Young Master’ attaches so much importance 

to this person, it seems that I have underestimated him.” 

He quickly raised his hand and a lance appeared in his hand, followed by his clothes disappearing and 

being replaced by a set of red armour. 

Seeing his action, all the “God Transformation Realm” experts from the Xuantian Sect all showed their 

red armour in unison, as if they had transformed from cultivators into an army. 

However, to the surprise of Venerable Xuan Yun, he saw that Ye Lu had disappeared. 

 


